Alternatives Space or Space of Variations
Space of Variations
The alternatives space represents an information structure.
It is an infinite information field containing all the alternatives of all possible events.
You could say that the alternatives space contains everything that ever was and
everything that ever will be.
The alternatives space serves as a template or coordinates grid for the movement of
matter through space and time.
Both the future and the past are held in a fixed position as if on a film roll.
The effect of time is only created as a result of the movement of a single frame in
which the present is lit up.
The world simultaneously exists in two forms: physical reality that can be touched
and the metaphysical alternatives space which lies beyond the realms of perception
and yet whose existence is no less objective.
In principle the information field can be accessed. Intuitive knowledge and
clairvoyance are sourced in the alternative space.
The mind is not capable of creating anything fundamentally new. It can only create a
new version of a house from old bricks.
The mind does not store information it is a kind of address to the information which
is contained in the alternatives space.
All scientific discoveries and masterpieces are sourced by the mind from the
alternatives space via the heart/soul.

Dreams are not illusions in the normal sense of the word. The mind does not imagine
its dreams it genuinely sees them.
Everything we see in physical reality represents a realised alternative. In dreams we
are capable of seeing things that have not been realised, that is, plays with virtual
scenarios and sets of scenery.
Dreams show us what could have taken place in the past and what could potentially
take place in the future. Dreaming is the journeying of the soul through the
alternatives space.
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